
#10
ISSUE



Are these the right coordinates?
They should be, but 
I don’t see Dash.



Team, are you there?

We’re here Dash, but 
we don’t see you.

I went to check on Tee Vee. I 
need you to grab that treasure 
chest and get out of here.

Copy that Dash.

Time to get me booty.



BEEPBEEP

Tee Vee , I’m here.



Okay Tee Vee you’ve done good. 
Now go reconnect with the sub 
and wait for my signal. I’m going to save you Cam.

So you finally found me Dash. Well I don’t want to be 
rude. Come right in.



OGEL! It’s over. But first, lift 
your visor. Let me see your face.

Why Dash, it’s as if 
you don’t trust me.

I don’t



Okay, I’ve got the treasure. 
Now let’s get out of here.

AHHH

FLEX!

Ejecting.



RAAAAAARRRRRR



Hands off me booty.

oof

NO! The treasure. 
Radia I need help.



I’m a little busy 
right now Flex.
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They’re escaping.

SMACKSMACK

AHH

Not on my watch. CHARGE!



Crunch I’m sorry 
if this is you.

Radia, open the rear hatch.



You don’t understand Dash. 
I’m fighting to save the 
world. To make it better.

And I’m fighting to stop you.

We’re fighting to the death here. You and I 
both know that when you say you’re fighting 
for one thing, you usually mean another. And 
by the way how’s Cam doing? It’s been so long 
since I’ve seen her.

GRRR
RAAAAHHHH

AHHHHHHH
AHHHHHHH



Ah–

You’re finished Dash.



OGEL! Let me out of here.

I finally have you where 
I want you Dash.

This base will be your tomb.



Surf’s up.
Ogel get back here. 

OGEL!

Hello?
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